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Abstract: This paper covers approach to obtaining geometrical characteristics, in particular defects, for gesture shown in front of web camera. Variant of standardization of defect’s structure is suggested. The paper provides detailed algorithm that allows obtaining standardized feature vector for defect of any size and structure. It is suggested to use obtained feature vectors for recognition of tactile sign language.
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Introduction

Recognition of tactile sign language is an important applied task. There exist people who need such recognition systems not for entertainment, but for everyday life. They are deaf and deaf-and-dumb people. In case when person lost hearing at mature age usually it is possible to continue full-fledged life, but children, who lost hearing in the early childhood, are in much more difficult situation. It is an important social task to help such children. Of course, availability of money for hearing aids and other equipment partially solves the problem, but children in many orphanages remain without appropriate support. So developing of recognition system, which does not require expensive devices like sensors and can be used for low cost, is an actual task. [1]

Finding and highlighting of a contour of hand on captured by web camera image is given. Geometrical characteristics, which can be effectively used for gesture recognition, namely defects, are covered. Algorithm of obtaining standardized feature vectors for defects is suggested.

Finding and highlighting of a contour of hand

The majority of approaches to finding of a contour of hand on an image are connected with pixel analysis. Usually two color models, RGB and HSV, are used. RGB is an additive color model in which red, green, and blue light are added together in various ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. HSV is one of most common cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB color model. HSV stands for hue, saturation, and value. Both models have advantages and shortcomings. However, HSV model is preferable in gesture recognition. This model allows considering hue as separate component. It is important for situations when finding a contour of hand is connected with finding areas that correspond to color of skin. In this case, smoothing and filtration, which helps to get rid of noises, are applied too. This task is not trivial because of environment conditions (lighting, background and so on) which have direct influence on results of recognition. Existing systems require detailed configuration before someone can use them in certain environment. This problem can be partially solved with usage of a red mitten.

The most useful for implementation of mentioned above functionality is OpenCV library. It is written on C++, but there are many wrappers, which allow using it in different programming environments, for example Java (JavaCV) or C# (EmguCV). The library offers great capabilities for image analysis, processing and smoothing, finding of
contours and so on. While developing of recognition system for tactile sign language, stage of finding of a contour of hand was implemented. Illustration of corresponding results is shown in Figure 1. [1]

![Figure 1. A contour of hand is found and highlighted.](image)

**Convex hull and defects**

Information about highlighted part of an image is presented as a closed contour that is a formalized description of a captured object. The most useful information is stored in “defects”. Defects are geometrical characteristics of gesture, which allow identifying of tactile sign. They are characterized by relative positioning of a contour of hand and convex hull built for this contour. In addition, defects can be considered as “curvilinear triangles” with (blue) parts of convex hull as basis (Figure 2).

Highlighted contour of hand and convex full for this contour is shown in Figure 2. The figure represents four defects, start, end and depth points of each of them. However, there are only “significant” defects on the figure and there exist many small defects most of which even cannot be seen at the first sight.

![Figure 2. Finding of a contour of hand, convex hull and defects](image)

Defects are sorted in order to find “significant” defects, which can be effectively used for recognition. This stage is rather complex because criteria of importance of defect are not trivial. Following parameters can be used for sorting: length and depth of defect, relation of length to depth and so on. The most efficient approach is to use
rules like “if length more than A, depth more than B and relation of length to depth is more than C then defect is significant”. [1, 2]

Formation of standardized feature vectors for structure of defect

As mentioned in previous section there are numerical characteristics which can be obtained for defects, namely length, height, area, perimeter and so on. In addition, usage of relative values shows their efficiency on practice. However, structure of defect deserves special attention. The paper provides an approach to formation of feature vectors that represent structure of defect in the most adequate way.

Figure 3. Tactile sign “I” with highlighted defect.

Gesture with one significant defect is shown in Figure 3. Structure of defect is described by positions of points of a contour within it. It should be represented in such way that would allow not only displaying positions of mentioned points, but also comparing structures of different defects and finding similarity degree between them. Algorithm of formation of feature vectors, which meet all the requirements, is given below:

1. Obtain equation of line that passes through start \( c_{\text{start}}(x_1, y_1) \) and end \( c_{\text{end}}(x_2, y_2) \) points of defect:
   
   \[
   (y_2 - y_1)x + (x_1 - x_2)y + (x_2y_1 - x_1y_2) = 0;
   \]
   
   \[
   A = y_2 - y_1; B = x_1 - x_2; C = x_2y_1 - x_1y_2;
   \]
   
   \[
   Ax + By + C = 0;
   \]

2. Having coordinates of points of a contour within defect \( c_i(x_i, y_i), i = \text{start}, \text{end} \) for each point obtain distance between this point and line from step 1 (Figure 4).

   \[
   d_i = \frac{|Ax_i + By_i + C|}{\sqrt{A^2 + B^2}}, i = \text{start}, \text{end};
   \]

Numerical vector is obtained \( d = (d_{\text{start}}, \ldots, d_{\text{end}}) \). Size of this vector \( d_{\text{size}} \) equals to amount of points of a contour within defect.
3. Standardize vector $d$.

Third step of the algorithm should be covered more detailed. First, necessity in standardization appears because of different dimensions $d_{size}$ of feature vectors. It is naturally that amount of points of a contour within defect differs for each demonstration of gesture. In order to solve this problem following algorithm of standardization of feature vector is suggested:

1. Set etalon dimension $d_{etalonSize}$ for feature vectors.
2. Compare dimension of current feature vector $d_{size}$ with $d_{etalonSize}$. If $d_{size} \geq d_{etalonSize}$, move to step 3 a), else move to 3 b).
3. a) Divide dimension of current feature vector $d_{size}$ by $d_{etalonSize}$. Round result to bigger number $amount = \text{ceil}(d_{size} / d_{etalonSize})$. Starting from the first element of vector $d$ group elements in groups of size $amount$ (or less in case when there are not enough elements).

$$
\text{set}_1 = \{d_{start}, \ldots, d_{start+amount-1}\},
\text{set}_2 = \{d_{start+amount}, \ldots, d_{start+2*amount-1}\},
\ldots
\text{set}_j = \{d_{start+(j-1)*amount}, \ldots, d_{start+j*amount-1}\},
\ldots
\text{set}_{etalonSize} = \{d_{start+(etalonSize-1)*amount}, \ldots, d_{start+etalonSize*amount-1}\}.
$$

Find average value for elements in each group:

$$
v_j = \frac{(d_{start+(j-1)*amount} + \ldots + d_{start+j*amount-1})}{amount},
\quad j = 1, amount;
$$

b) Increase quantity of feature vector elements on $d_{size} - 1$ by inserting additional elements between existing ones. Values for created elements are obtained by calculating average for two adjacent elements.
\[ v_1 = d_1, \]
\[ v_2 = \frac{(d_1 + d_2)}{2}, v_3 = d_2, \]
\[ v_4 = \frac{(d_2 + d_3)}{2}, v_5 = d_3, \]
\[ \ldots \]
\[ v_k = \frac{(d_{k/2} + d_{k/2+1})}{2}, v_{k+1} = d_{k/2+1}, \]
\[ \ldots \]
\[ v_{2d_{size} - 2} = \frac{(d_{d_{size}-1} + d_{d_{size}})}{2}, v_{2d_{size}-1} = d_{d_{size}}; \]

\[(k/2 + 1) \leq d_{size};\]

If \(2d_{size} - 2 \geq d_{etalonSize}\) move to step 3 a), else repeat step 3 b).

4. Normalize feature vector by dividing all its elements by maximal element of the vector:

\[ v_{max} = \max_{j=1,\ldots,d_{etalonSize}}(v_j), \]
\[ v_j = \frac{v_j}{v_{max}}, \]
\[ v = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{d_{etalonSize}}), v_j \in [0, 1]; \]

Normalization can solve problems that are connected with different distances between hand and web camera so this step is necessary.

**Conclusion**

Overall, standardized feature vector has etalon dimension amount and its elements belong to interval from 0 to 1 (Figure 5). The feature vector can be used for finding similarity degree between defects. It is suggested to use Euclidian, ellipsoidal or orthogonal compliance distances with obtained feature vector [3].

![Figure 5. Illustration of standardized feature vector](image)
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